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Long microchannels with thin walls, small width, and nanoholes or irregular shaped microgaps, which are similar to capillaries or cancerous vessels, are urgently needed to simulate the physiological activities in human body. However, the fabrication of such channels remains challenging. Here, microchannels with designable holes are manufactured by combining laser printing with line-contact capillary-force assembly. Two microwalls are first printed by femtosecond laser direct-writing, and subsequently driven to collapse into a channel by the capillary force that arises in the evaporation of developer. The channel can remain stable in solvent due to the enhanced Van der Waals’ force caused by the line-contact of microwalls. Microchannels with controllable nanoholes and almost arbitrary patterns can be fabricated without any bonding or multistep processes. As-prepared microchannels, with wall thicknesses less than 1 µm, widths less than 3 µm, lengths more than 1 mm, are comparable with human capillaries. In addition, the prepared channels also exhibit the ability to steer the flow of liquid without any external pump.

Capillaries transport nutrients and metabolites for human physiological activities and distribute everywhere in human body. Bionic capillaries, which allow people to simulate the biochemical reactions in human body, is of considerable interest for emerging applications in microfluidics,[1] biomedical devices self-healing,[2] and tissue engineering.[3] There are mainly three types of blood capillaries (i.e., continuous, fenestrated and sinusoidal). Therein, fenestrated capillaries were covered with nanoholes to exchange substance with organs. Besides, sinusoidal capillaries and cancerous vessels always contain a large number of irregular intercellular gaps and holes with arbitrary shapes and sizes. Therefore, it is obviously important to manufacture such microchannels with designable nanoholes and controllable sizes similar to human capillaries.

Recent years have witnessed a rapid increasing demand of microchannels in micro/nanofluidic devices because of their important applications in many fields, such as microfluidic devices,[4] chemical analyses,[5] micropumps,[6] and microsensors.[7] Correspondingly, many fabrication strategies have been proposed to create high-quality microchannels, for example, photolithography,[6,7] direct laser writing,[8,9] self-rolled-up driven by stressed nanomembrane,[10] photo-induced polymerization caused by direct laser writing,[11] diffraction,[12] or special light field.[13] Despite these strategies can create channels range from tens to hundreds of micrometers in width, smaller-width (<10 µm) microchannels with controllable shape are required in many important biological researches, such as exploring the behaviors of cells in restricted microenvironment.[1,9,10] However, there is still
a lack of a simple method to realize nanostructures-decorated microchannels with dimensions equivalent to human capillaries, whose widths are less than 10 µm, lengths vary from several micrometers to several millimeters, and thicknesses are only about 1 µm.

Capillary force driven self-assembly has attracted great attention because of its low cost, simplicity, and scalability. A variety of microstructures have been created by the combination of capillary force self-assembly and top-down techniques, for example, conventional photolithography, replica molding, multibeam laser interference lithography, and electron beam lithography (EBL). However, these microstructures are reversible because of the weak Van der Waals’ force based on “point-contact” of pillars. Here, we demonstrated a kind of special microchannels consisting of two polymer walls structured by femtosecond laser direct-writing and line-contact capillary-force assembly (LC-CFA) method. Without any bonding or multistep processes, microchannels with designed nanostructures and gaps, whose wall thickness less than 1 µm, width less than 3 µm and length more than 1 millimeter are created and exhibit the ability to steer flow of liquid without any external pump. The combination of femtosecond laser (fs-laser) printing technique with LC-CFA in our approach leads to a simple, rapid, flexible, facile strategy to prepare microchannels.

The fabrication process of microchannels based on the enhanced “line-contact” Van der Waals’ force is described schematically in Scheme 1. In this experiment, NOA61 (Norland, USA) is chosen as the photo-polymerization material due to its excellent elasticity compared with the SZ2080 photosensitve resist (IESL-FORTH, Greece) used in our previous works. Microwalls, whose location and height can be accurately determined by the nanotranslation stage (PI, E545), are readily fabricated by focusing a femtosecond laser (Ti:sapphire, Chameleon vision-S, Coherent, wavelength 800 nm, repetition rate 80 MHz and pulse duration 75 fs) beam into the photosensitive polymer with an objective lens (50×, numerical aperture (NA) = 0.8). Subsequently, the sample is developed in acetone as shown in Scheme 1. Then, evaporation appears after taking the sample out from developer. A meniscus is formed between neighboring walls, yielding a capillary force along the tangent of meniscus:

\[ F_c = \frac{HL\gamma\cos\theta}{W} \]  

which is proportional to the interfacial tension \( \gamma \) of the solvent, the height \( H \), the length \( L \) of walls, the cosine of contact angle \( \theta \), and inversely proportional to the spacing width \( W \) between two microwalls. In order to ignore the influence between two cells, the distance between two individual cells is designed twice larger than the internal spacing in a cell. Meanwhile, the cross-section of the microwall is simplified as a rectangle with lengths of \( t \) and \( L \). As the developer evaporates to the level of the freestanding tips, a meniscus is formed between neighboring walls, yielding a capillary force along the tangent of meniscus:

\[ F_s = E\frac{t^3LW}{H^3} \]

where \( E \) is the Young’s modulus.

There is no doubt that \( F_s \) is proportional to the contact area of two walls. Assuming that the height of contact region is \( h_s \), there is:

\[ F_s = S_s = L \cdot h_s \]

Compared with our previous work, the capillary-driven self-assembly channel here keeps stable because of the increased \( L \) and \( h_s \). In our experiment, the channel does not open in liquid. (More discussion is shown in the Supporting Information.)

Figure 2a indicates that the thickness of microchannel ranges from 400 to 800 nm due to different laser energy and exposure time, which is similar to the thickness of human capillaries. It is worth mentioning that the thickness can be further decreased by using objective lens with a higher NA or increased by repetitive scanning processing of laser printing. Figure 2b exhibits the dependency map of assembly on different length

![Scheme 1. The fabrication process of LPCS microchannels. Microwalls were printed by femtosecond laser first and developed in acetone. A meniscus arises between two microwalls when the liquid surface reaches the top of microwalls, which leads to asymmetric capillary force and results in microchannels finally.](image)
(0.7–7 µm) and width (3.2–6.4 µm) when height and thickness are fixed (here, \( H \approx 4.5 \mu m, t \approx 700 \text{ nm} \)). This map can be divided into three areas, in which the insets are typical optical images of different experimental results. When the length is small (green area), microwall changes into micropillar which is easily disturbed and pulled down. (More are shown in Figure S2, Supporting Information.) Another area of failed assembly (blue area) is due to too large width. The dependency map reveals that the bigger the width is, the more difficult assembly forms because of the smaller \( F_c \). And, a large length is beneficial for assembly (gray area). As shown in Figure 2c–e, straight microchannels with length of 200 µm are built in this way. Owing to the flexibility of laser printing, LC-CFA microchannels with different lengths, widths and heights can be realized conveniently (more information can be found in Figures S3 and S4, Supporting Information).

Capillaries pervade human body and transport nutrients as well as metabolites for human physiological activities. Bionic capillaries will enable us to mimic the biochemical reaction on chip and set up tubular microenvironment to culture cells or tissues. However, capillaries are difficult to construct because of their complex patterns, single cell wall and variable sizes. More importantly, there always are a lot of nanoholes or irregular intercellular gaps on the surface of capillaries so as to better exchange nutrients and waste substances with surrounding tissues. Specially, in many cancerous vessels and capillaries surrounded by tumorous or cancerous tissues, there are more and larger holes on the vascular walls than normal vessels. So, microchannel with changeable sizes and designable nanoholes can be used to imitate vessels with thrombus or tumor on chip and may find other special applications in the research of cancerous vessels, cells’ behaviors in restricted...
micro environment as well as particles or cells filtering. Nevertheless, the fabrication of microchannels with designable holes, long length and thin wall is a technical difficulty for other fabrications. Here, the combination of LC-CFA and laser printing can enable us to overcome these obstacles in the realization of such microchannels. Figure 3a,b exhibits the SEM and sketch images of paratactic and tilted microchannels, respectively. As shown in Figure 3a, three walls, among which a shorter one locates in the middle of two higher walls, collapse together and form two adjacent channels. Moreover, a single channel with varied cross-sections can also be fabricated (Figure 3c,d). First, two walls with changeable height are printed, whose distance are well regulated as shown in insets of Figure 2a. If the heights of the walls match the distance between two walls well, microwalls can assembly into channels with varied widths after developer evaporates. (More details are shown in

Figure 2. Self-assembled microchannels with controllable width, thickness, and length. a) The line chart shows the thickness of the micro wall influenced by laser printing energy and single point exposure time. Inset schematic shows the factors of a microchannel: the length \( L \), height \( H \), thickness \( t \), and width \( W \). b) The dependency map of two microwalls’ assembly on \( L \) and \( W \) when \( H \) and \( t \) are fixed (here, \( H \approx 4.5 \mu m, t \approx 700 \text{ nm} \)). This map was divided into three areas in which the insets are typical images of different experimental results corresponding to the places pointed by arrows. A larger length is conducive to channel’s assembly and stability in solutions. The c) optical, d) fluorescence, and e) SEM images of microchannel with 200 \( \mu \text{m} \) length. c,d) Scale bars: 20 \( \mu \text{m} \).

Figure 3. Microchannels with diverse cross section and designable nanoholes, which is useful in bionic engineering. a,b) Paratactic and tilted microchannel, insets are corresponding schematic diagrams of their cross sections. c, d) Microchannels with changed widths are shown in tilted and top view. e,f) Microchannels with different designable sizes (<1 to \( \approx 3 \mu m \)) and patterns (triangle, square, and circle) of nanoholes. The shapes are shown next to the corresponding microchannels with yellow graphics. All tilted angle, 45°. Scale bars: a,b) 5 \( \mu \text{m} \), c–e) 10 \( \mu \text{m} \).
Figure S6, Supporting Information.) For example, in Figure 3c the width (4.6 µm) in the middle of the channel are twice as much as the one (2.3 µm) in the ends of the channel which is a simulation of capillaries’ variable sizes. Figure 3c–f depict the channels decorated with nanoholes whose shapes (triangle, square, and circle), sizes (from ≈0.3 to ≈3 µm) and locations (on the top or in the middle of the wall) can be well designed (more can be seen in Figures S5–S9, Supporting Information). In these varied channels, $F_c$, $F_s$, and $F_v$ change because of changing parameters according to Equations (1)–(3), which proves the flexibility of this fabrication strategy. It is worth noting that though the cross sections of microchannels fabricated here are mainly triangles, which is useful in some applications, for example, the separation of microparticles,[18] our method can also realize curve cross section by controlling the mechanical strength of microwalls in printing.

Another advantage of this strategy based on LC-CFA is that microchannels with almost arbitrary lengths and patterns can be realized. As a proof-of-concept demonstration, two spiral channels whose total lengths are both larger than 1 mm (Figure 4) are obtained. Such a long microchannel with small width less than 10 µm and thin walls smaller than 1 µm is hard to be processed by conventional laser direct writing because it is difficult to remove the unpolymerized resin in the enclosed channel during development. So, the combined method based on “line-contact” strategy is crucial for the availability of such microchannel with long length. As shown in Figure 4a,c, the gradual change in curvature radius of microchannel does not affect the channel’s closure because of the elasticity of polymeric materials.

In contrast, a sudden change of the curvature radius in the channel center part usually leads to the fabrication failure of the self-assembled channels (Figure 5). The sudden change will generate an internal stress, which restricts microchannel’s assembly and results in an open part in the center of channels (Figure 5a–c). In order to release the internal stress, a pillar-defect strategy is adopted to realize complex spiral channels as shown in Figure 5. One pillar-defect strategy is that two big gaps (≈1.5 µm) are designed in the channel center where internal stress is relative large (white arrows in Figure 5d), by which the quality of center part of channels can be slightly improved but some defects still exist (Figure 5e,f). The other modified pillar-defect strategy is that several smaller gaps (≈0.2 µm) (white arrows in Figure 5g) are uniformly introduced in the center of microchannel. By this way, self-sealed microchannel is successfully obtained. From Figure 5h,i, we can see that the center part of self-assembled microchannels is smooth and closed tightly.

Figure 4. Long and complex sealed microchannels fabricated by LC-CFA method without any bonding process. As marked in figures, their lengths are about a,c) 1 mm and b,d) 1.1 mm, respectively. Insets are their corresponding fluorescence images. All scale bars: 50 µm.

Figure 5. A pillar-defect strategy designing several small gaps to release the internal stress in the center part of self-assembled microchannels. a,d,g) Sketches of microwalls fabricated by laser printing before collapse. a–c) A sudden change of the curvature radius in the channel center part usually leads to the fabrication failure of the self-assembled channels. d–f) Two big gaps (≈1.5 µm) are designed (white arrows in (d)) to release the internal stress by which the quality of center part of channels can be slightly improved but some defects still exist. g–i) Several smaller gaps (≈0.2 µm) (white arrows in (g)) are uniformly introduced in the center of microchannel. By this way, self-sealed microchannel was successfully obtained. Scale bars: 50 µm and 10 µm.
To demonstrate the sealing performance of the LC-CFA channels as a microfluidic device, we conduct experiments on fluid (here, deionized water) flowing in channels. A droplet is directly dropped closed to the inlet of microchannels on glass slide without any chemical treatment. The contact line of droplet approaches the inlet when drips more water. Water will fill the entire microchannel rapidly (1.1 s) driven by the capillary force as soon as the inlet immersed in the droplet (Figure 6a, upper row). Then, the water in microchannel evaporates in 45 s after removing the droplet (more in Video S1, Supporting Information).

In addition, we also dye the water with Rhodamine 6G in order to visualize the channels more distinctly (Figure 6b). The flow in the microchannels of water confirms that the LC-CFA channels can be used as a microfluidic device. The ability of microchannel to direct the flow of liquid with capillary force may find applications in microfluidic chemical analyses or biomedical operation free of external pump.

In conclusion, a kind of self-sealed microchannel is realized by the line-contact assembly strategy. The width of microchannels can be reduced to less than 10 µm which means a small volume of lab-chip device and an outstanding advantage for practical applications. Meanwhile, the channels can easily own a length more than 1 mm and a wall thickness less than 1 µm (similar to human capillaries) which is difficult to be created by other technologies. In particular, nanoholes or microgaps can be fabricated with designable shape, size and location on the channels which is similar to sinusoidal capillaries and cancerous vessels. It should also be mentioned that this method combining fs-laser printing with LC-CFA is extensible which is also suitable for many other materials, e.g., hydrogel, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), and even biodegradable materials. We believe that this method will find broad applications in the fields of bionic capillaries or cancerous vessels, tissue engineering, micrototal analysis systems and Lab-on-a-chip systems for biological and chemical analysis researches and so on.

**Experimental Section**

**Characterization:** The SEM images were taken by a field emission scanning electron microscope (Sirion 200, FEI). Before imaging, the samples were sputtered with a thin layer (≈10 nm) of gold. The fluorescent images of the structures were taken by an inverted microscope with fluorescence (DMI 3000B, Leica), where an excitation filter of 450–490 nm was used.

![Figure 6.](image-url) The application of self-assembled microchannels as a microfluidic device. a,b) Optical and fluorescence video snapshots. Once the inlet contacts a drop, water will fill the entire microchannel rapidly driven by the capillary force. While removed the drop, the water in channel evaporates slightly slower. The integrity of the waterline proves the good sealing performance of the self-assembled microchannels. Scale bars: 50 µm.
Microfluidic Experiment: The two videos of the microchannels were recorded by the Leica microscope (DMI 3000B, Leica) in bright-field mode and fluorescence-field mode, respectively. The environment condition was kept 23 ± 1 °C in 45% ± 5% relative humidity. The concentration of Rhodamine 6G aqueous solution used here was about 0.5 μg mL⁻¹.
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